ABSTRACT: In order to solve the problem that the measure function is easy to fall into the local extremum because of much local extremes in the mutual information registration method, this paper designs an optimization algorithm applied to image registration. One measure function based on mutual information and gradient similarity is constructed combining with evolutional copula estimation of distribution algorithm (ECEDA). New algorithm fully pays attention to the correlation between multidimensional variables joining with the linear weighted based on nonparametric estimation method to overcome the randomness of nonparametric estimation method. Experimental results show that comparing with the traditional copula estimation of distribution algorithm and other existing registration algorithms, the proposed algorithm has higher accurate rate and robustness.
INTRODUCTION
Image registration is a key technology of image processing in the military, medical and other practical application with important significance. The purpose of image registration is to coordinate transformation to map the pixels of an image (floating images) to another image (original image). Using optimization algorithm to find the maximum extremum of registration measure function and the corresponding registration parameters [1] , its essence is a multi-parameter optimization problem.
At present, the two main methods of image registration are the method based on region and method based on the characteristics of the images. The method based on region includes mutual information method, the cross-correlation method and the phase correlation method based on FFT. The most widely used method is mutual information method [2~3] , in that the mutual information is only related to the gray scale. Due to the lack of spatial information, the registration results of mutual information method can't meet the practical requirement. J.P.W. Pluim [4] combined mutual information with the spatial information of images to improve registration performance. Since then, many registration methods based on mutual information and spatial information have been proposed. Among them, registration method united mutual information with gradient similarity was put forward by Chen [5] in 2009. In 2012, Liu [6] proposed a kind of normalized mutual information measure function based on weighted gradient. The registration precision is further improved. Only having registration measure function is not enough. In order to solve the problem, some optimization algorithms are needed usefully. The commonly used optimization strategy has genetic algorithm, Powell, particle swarm optimization (PSO), firefly algorithm, etc. Wang [7] applied multi-parameter segmentation mutating method to image registration improving the accuracy of the search. Wei [8] proposed the modified PSO with a certain improvement effect. Zhu [9] combined cultural improved particle swarm optimization with maximum mutual information to improve the calculation speed. Du [10] put forward an improved firefly algorithm for medical image registration, to some extent, improving the precision of registration.
Based on the literature [5] , this paper lets the mutual information measure combining with gradient similarity as the registration measure function and proposes the Copula Estimation of Distribution Algorithm to solve the image registration problem. The improved algorithm fully pays attention to the correlation among multidimensional variables joining with the linear weighted based on nonparametric estimation method to overcome the randomness of traditional multidimensional nonparametric estimation method. Experiments show that this method overcomes the local extremum, and improves the precision of registration and registration rate.
PRELIMINARIES
Image registration aims to make the images from the same (or different) image detector on the corresponding point on the image space, using computer technology to seek for one or a series of spatial transformation. The modeling process of image registration is actually to establish a similarity measure function to measure the level of similarity of two images under the three-dimensional coordinate transformation depending on optimization algorithm to search for an optimal geometric transformation.
MI combining with gradient similarity
Mutual information (MI) is an important concept in the information statistics, used to describe the statistical correlation between the two systems. Generally entropy expresses the mutual information. The system A's entropy is
MI considers the information contributed to the overlapping region by each image being registered together with the joint information. MI of the two images can be defined as following:
Where H(A) and H(B) denote the separate entropy values of A and B. H(A, B) means the joint entropy.
Due to the mutual information was not involved in the calculation of space information, different imaging techniques can lead to the same organization with different gray level to multimode images. Because of the gradient vector of the corresponding points would point to the same or the opposite direction, introduce the direction similarity measure. If the gradient vector modulus value of a set of corresponding points is resemble, the points have the similar gradient vector measured in the modulus value similarity. The combination of direction similarity measure and modulus value similarity as gradient similarity coefficient is multiplied by mutual information as the final registration measure [5] (GSNMI). 
Assume point x's gradient vector is
The direction similarity of the corresponding points is as followed:
The module similarity of the corresponding points is as followed:
; max( , ) 0 max( , )
The gradient similarity is shown below:
Therefore, the final registration measure (GSNMI) can be expressed as followed:
Copula estimation of distribution algorithm
Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) is a novel evolutionary computation, which mainly depends on learning and sampling mechanisms to manipulate the evolutionary search, and has been proved a potential technique for complex problems. 1996, EDA [11] is put forward for the first time, used to improve the Genetic Algorithm. Instead of crossover and mutation operation, on the basis of the probability distribution model, EDA estimates the advantage group and gets the samples for population evolution. Due to the proposed Sklar theorem [12] , copula theory was used in EDA [13] (CEDA).
Sklar's theorem in n-dimensions:
Let H be n-dimensional distribution function with margins F1,F2,…,Fn. Then there exists an n-copula C such that for all x in Rn, 1 11 ,..., ( ( ), , ( )) 
Where T is the rigid transformation function ( x t , y t for x and y translation and rotational  ), ( ) B T is the transformed image.
Parameter Estimation
According to Sklar's theorem, the joint distribution of a random vector could be constructed by the one-dimensional distribution of each random variable through a copula. Therefore, the hard work to estimate the joint distribution is simplified to estimate the margins and to produce a copula. This article assumes that the marginal functions obey normal distribution, and use the Clayton copula as copula function.
Generally speaking, Archimedean copula function can represent the relationship of variables of the optimization problems. It simplifies the work to estimate the distribution model of the promising population. At present, there are lots of parameter estimation methods. For instance, the nonparametric method proposed by Genest and Rivest [15] , maximum likelihood method (ML), marginal inference method (IFM) and kernel density estimation method. Among them, the parameter estimation is the simplest way. Considered the symmetry of Archimedean copula function, Du [16] proposed an improved nonparametric method closely expressing the actual situation. But this method ignores the correlation of any two dimensional variables. In order to solve the problem, propose an improved nonparametric estimation method based on weight theory for multi-dimensional variables. We experimentally demonstrated that the proposed method is feasible and effective. The method is given as:
, and the 2-dimensional joint is ( ( ), ( )),
Copula Estimation of Distribution Algorithm, the selected advantage groups (X 1 ,...,X S )'s copula is C θ . Value τ θ can be expressed as: 
According to value τ θ , estimate value θ. When the function is Clayton copula, θ is 2 1
Algorithm Steps
Let iterations I=100 when population number P=1000. Let selectivity s=0.2 when the mutation rate r=0.25. 
Registration algorithms
This paper implements several registration algorithms, for instance, the method combined GSNMI with Genetic Algorithm(GA), the method combined GSNMI with Self-adaptive Genetic Algorithm(SGA), the proposed method [9] In the process of image transformation bilinear interpolation is used as interpolation algorithm. [10] C E D A [13] ECEDA Table 1 shows the registration rate of existing registration methods and our proposed registration algorithm. Compared with the existing methods, the rate of our method is the highest, 93.67%, showing our method fully considering the correlation among variables is better than the existing methods and the traditional CEDA method. Table 2 shows the registration rate of our proposed registration algorithm is not higher than FA and CIPSO's. The reason for the decline is that the search area of ECEDA is greater than FA and CIPSO. The rotation angle impacts on the registration measure. In the process of optimization, the algorithm falls into the local maximum values leading to this method can't identify the correct rotation angle. For instance, the relationship between the measure GSNMI of image nemacb4 and rotation angle (ANG) can be shown in the figure below: Figure 7 . nemacb4.pgm. Figure 8 . ANG-GSNMI.
Data analysis
In experiment, MR-T1 (a) and MR-T2 (a) were obtained from the Whole Brain Atlas. The data are shown in Table 3 : [10] C E D A [13] ECEDA In experiment, MR-T1 (b) and MR-T2 (b) were obtained from the Whole Brain Atlas. The data are shown in Table 4 : [10] C E D A [13] ECEDA In experiment, MR-T1 (c) and MR-T2 (c) were obtained from the Whole Brain Atlas. The data are shown in Table 5 : [10] C E D A [13] ECEDA In multi-modal image registration, when GSNMI achieves maximum value, calculate the MAE of the corresponding registration parameters. The dates in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 show that the registration results MAE of ECEDA is the minimum than GA, SGA, CIPSO, FA and CEDA suggesting new algorithm veritably reflects the correlation among the multi-dimensional variables together with excellent global search ability.
CONCLUSION
An improved multidimensional non-parametric estimation method which can better reflect the multidimensional variable correlation has been proposed. The image registration method based on traditional mutual information and gradient similarity is discussed and the influence of image rotation to the registration performance is analyzed. Applying Copula Estimation of Distribution Algorithm to the image registration problem, the experimental results show that compared with the existing methods, the proposed method has higher precision and robustness.
